
Spending More Time on 
Deployment Than Development?
Continuous Delivery - Keeping Up with the Speed of Your Business

Your business is moving fast and your software needs to keep up.  
But new software releases can be a stressful, risky and expensive 
event. Deployment failures, downtime and the disruptions to staff 
productivity can result in suboptimal outcomes for the business. You 
need a modern automation process that can unlock efficiencies, 
reduce defects, allow scalability and reduce risk.

Continuous Delivery is an approach that automates the movement of software 
features and changes through various stages of validation and ultimately to the 
production environment. Continuous Delivery using the Clear Measure approach 
makes automated deployments a nonevent -  and provides stability to your existing 
software systems. By establishing a consistent and automated release process, you 
reduce your testing and deployment costs, business delays and disruptive software 
bugs. The results of this are easy and 

reliable deployments and a surge of productivity so your team can keep up with the 
needs of the business.

As one of the principles behind the Agile Manifesto, Continuous Delivery has 
changed how teams develop, deploy and run software. Continuous Delivery is a 
critical automation practice under the DevOps umbrella. It allows a constant flow of 
code change through test and validation environments so that what is released to 
production meets the business needs without disruption.

Clear Measure's Continuous Delivery service helps automate the build and 
deployment processes of current systems to make them more reliable and 
reproducible so anyone on your team can build and deploy the software. Clear 
Measure experts build out a Continuous Delivery pipeline using your existing data 
center or cloud provider. Our rigorous automated test suites ensure that every 
software change is a solid step forward rather than an accidental step backward.

Leverage the Experts in Continuous Delivery and Modern DevOps Practices

• Gain mastery of large, complex and zero downtime environments
• Accelerate time to market and help eliminate delays
• Unlock greater productivity and team scalability
• Slash testing and deployment costs
• Cut defects and reduce failure rates

• High testing and deployment costs

• Business initiative delays

• Disruptive defects and regressions

• Deployment failures and downtime

• Poor staff productivity

THE SOLUTION FOR

• Design deployment pipeline & 
release process

• Establish reliable test automation

• Integrate deployment automation 
across environments

• Train and equip client staff with 
knowledge and documentation

BENEFIT FROM A RELIABLE,
REPEATABLE PROCESS

Eliminate the pain of software deployment.  Call Clear Measure today!

CONTACT US FOR
MORE INFORMATION

512.298.1232
info@clear-measure.com | www.clear-measure.com


